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CHESS OF THE WIND
Screened publicly just once in 1976 before it was banned and then lost for decades, this 
rediscovered jewel of Iranian cinema reemerges to take its place as one of the most singular 
and astonishing works of the country’s prerevolutionary New Wave. A hypnotically stylized 
murder mystery awash in shivery period atmosphere, Chess of the Wind unfolds in an ornate, 
candlelit mansion where a web of greed, violence, and betrayal ensnares the heirs to a 
family fortune as they vie for control of their recently deceased matriarch’s estate. Melding 
the influences of European modernism, gothic horror, and classical Persian art, director 
Mohammad Reza Aslani crafts an exquisitely controlled mood piece that erupts in a stunningly 
subversive final act in which class conventions, gender roles, and even time itself are upended 
with shocking ferocity.

Restored by the Cineteca di Bologna/L’Immagine Ritrovata laboratory and The Film Foundation’s World 
Cinema Project. Funding provided by the Hobson/Lucas Family Foundation.
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PRODUCTION HISTORY
The rediscovery and restoration of Iranian director Mohammad 
Reza Aslani’s Chess of the Wind constitutes one of the most 
miraculous events in recent cinematic history. The little-seen 
Chess was considered forever lost in the wake of the upheaval 
and repressions of the 1979 Islamic Revolution. Only low-
quality and censored VHS tapes kept Chess alive until 2014, 
when Aslani’s son unearthed the film’s negative in a Tehran 
antique shop. Through The Film Foundation and the Cineteca di 
Bologna/L’Immagine Ritrovata laboratory, with funding provided 
by the Hobson/Lucas Family Foundation, Chess was eventually 
restored under the direct supervision of Aslani, his daughter Gita 
Aslani Shahrestani, and Houshang Baharlou, the film’s director 
of photography. Last year, the Cannes Film Festival and the New 
York Film Festival screened the restored Chess of the Wind; now 
viewers throughout the world can experience the full visual and 
dramatic power of Aslani’s audacious debut, a tragic tale of familial 
disintegration as expressed through a startlingly unique artistry.

Prior to its resurrection, Chess had already achieved legendary 
status among cinephiles and underground bootleggers because 
of its tumultuous history. At the 1976 Tehran International Film 
Festival, its presentation was sabotaged by a festival director who 
disagreed with the film’s aesthetic aims. Iranian critics lambasted 
Chess for its challenging style and radical content, dooming any 
chance for the film to receive commercial distribution in its native 
land and dissuading producer Bahman Farmanara from submitting 
it to other festivals. Yet, after private showings, Henri Langlois, 
Roberto Rossellini, and Satyajit Ray lauded Chess as a masterly first 
feature by a bright young talent.

In the next few years, Iran would undergo a theocratic revolution, 
after which the new government banned all dissident cultural 
products. Under such conditions, Chess—with its story of morally 
unscrupulous family members murderously competing for an 
inheritance—could not be exhibited, and when the government 
shut down Chess’s production company, its film elements were 

lost in the process. Even so, VHS copies of Chess became valuable 
samizdat items exchanged through underground channels by 
cinephiles driven to perpetuate the film’s existence even in the 
form of degraded facsimiles.

The reemergence of Chess of the Wind cements Aslani’s status as a 
daring visionary. Before Chess, Aslani had built his reputation upon 
an extensive body of scholarly writing and poetry, and several 
well-received documentary films on Iranian cultural history. For 
his fiction-feature debut, Aslani was inspired by a painting by 
nineteenth-century Iranian artist Mahmoud Khan that depicts 
scribes laboring in a period atmosphere the director considered 
to be “full of plots among different social groups, and particularly 
among the Qajar monarchy.” Aslani wanted to film a story 
involving manipulations and deceptions among the upper class of 
the late Qajar dynasty (1789–1925) to point to the problems of Iran 
in the mid-1970s, when leftist and socialist movements undermined 
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one another in petty power struggles instead of creating a united 
front against conservative forces. Because Khan had strong 
connections with the monarch and other aristocrats, the painter 
saw how “a nation’s formation is ruined through its machinations,” 
and Aslani wanted to explore a similar theme by referring to Khan’s 
work—as well as to paintings by Johannes Vermeer and Georges de 
La Tour—for the lighting schemes, compositions, and overall mood 
of his film.

To achieve Chess’s rich yet realistic look, Aslani turned to Stanley 
Kubrick’s Barry Lyndon and its exclusive use of natural light. Aslani 
persuaded Baharlou to use only candlelight and light from windows 
to recreate the kind of preelectric illumination of interiors that 
existed during the Qajar-dynasty era as well as the time of day 
required for each scene. When casting Chess, Aslani was just as 
concerned about authenticity and was wary of working with movie 
stars because of their well-worn professional “tics.” As someone 
familiar with theatrical acting from having directed a play by Albert 
Camus, Aslani preferred to work mainly with stage actors, and 
he sought to employ the “model”-based acting theory of French 
director Robert Bresson in combination with the complex character 
interactions he noted in the films of Luchino Visconti. During the 
entire period of the shoot (about forty days), the cast and crew of 
Chess inhabited the house in which most of the film’s action takes 
place: “They lived the film,” Aslani has recounted, “and didn’t just 
playact it.”

Just as striking as Chess’s images and performances is Sheyda 
Gharachedaghi’s haunting score. Aslani gave Gharachedaghi 
recordings of South Iranian folk songs, including traditional 
“mourning music” that uses percussion and wind instruments. 
This music contained what Aslani considered to be “the desired 
pattern” for the film’s soundtrack, and he asked Gharachedaghi 
to compose a modern version of such sounds. In this way, the 
music would “embed” modern rather than traditional music 
over historical-drama images, thus reinforcing one of the film’s 
major themes: that history is not simply “the past” but also a 
determining factor of a society’s future.  •

TRIVIA
For the last two reels of Chess, Mohammad Reza Aslani 
and director of photography Houshang Baharlou used 
yellow and green toning to evoke the look of German 
expressionist films of the silent era.

During the restoration of Chess, technicians strove to 
maintain the film’s “fragility” by preserving the warmth 
and tactile quality of the original film stock.

Producer Bahman Farmanara has claimed that Chess was 
filmed using the same supersensitive NASA-commissioned 
camera lenses that Stanley Kubrick used to shoot Barry 
Lyndon. While Aslani and Baharlou also shot exclusively 
with natural light and candlelight, they did not use the 
NASA lenses.

In working with film actors for the first time, Aslani 
referred to both Antonin Artaud’s and Konstantin 
Stanislavski’s acting theories. (Aslani had previously 
translated Artaud’s writing.)

In 1977, Roberto Rossellini visited Iran as part of 
preparations for a television film about the history 
of Islam. Farmanara introduced Rossellini to Aslani, 
resulting in a plan for the two directors to collaborate 
on the project. Rossellini even gave Aslani a copy of 
an unpublished manuscript he had written about Karl 
Marx—a manuscript that Aslani hopes to translate one 
day. Unfortunately, Rossellini died soon after his visit to 
Iran, leaving the Islam film project unrealized.

Chess of the Wind marked future Oscar nominee Shohreh 
Aghdashloo’s screen debut. 


